Honoring A Star We're Proud to Call Our Own
A NOTE FROM WITHIN

BEGINNINGS AND ENDINGS

Though time may be measured by sand in an hourglass, the legacy remaining as the result of time well spent is often immeasurable. Projects start and finish, often over a span of many years. Events begin and end, in what may seem the blink of an eye. Every film has a beginning and an ending and a plot in the middle. In this issue of CROSSROADS, we celebrate beginnings and endings and everything that happens in between. And most importantly, we celebrate the legacy — and sometimes legend — that lives on.

The past few months have seen a series of firsts for us: from the success of our inaugural Circle of Caring luncheon, to our first credit-granting collaboration with a major university, to the premier of our first award-winning documentary. And while there’s been much that is new, we’ve also enjoyed the continuity of that which has become so familiar. Whether cycling through wine country or strolling across a beautiful park, our fans and supporters have been at our side every inch of the way.

Programmatically, we continue to seek ways in which to improve the quality of living within the communities we serve. It’s a fact that one of every four dying Americans is a veteran. Working side-by-side with Center for Hospice Care, we are proud to share our progress as a We Honor Veterans partner. In collaboration with the Palliative Care Association of Uganda, we continue to make strides toward relieving suffering by improving the accessibility of palliative care to all the people of Uganda.

Through the generous support of our many Friends of Hospice, we continue our work toward leaving a legacy by building for a sustainable future. The past few weeks alone have witnessed the final phase of development for the Elkhart Campus and the demolition of buildings and moving of earth to make way for a new St. Joseph County campus just 20 miles away. Plans are underway to transform an old flower shop into a new palliative care center and a little house on the corner will someday become a guest house for those visiting their loved ones in a new hospice house that’s still in the drawing board. So much to do. So little time.

As we prepare to honor the legacy that is Mary Osmaniski Ferlic (1948 – 2011) for her lifelong commitment to improving the quality of living in our community, we continue to be blessed by the generous support of a very giving community. From campgrounds to scream parks, from rock bands to oncologists, we thank you all for your continued support.

Yes. Beginnings and endings and everything in between. The legacies and legends live on . . .

Michael J. Wargo
Chief Operating Officer
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Lerner Theatre Site of 2011 Circle of Caring Luncheon
Supporters of Center for Hospice Care and The Hospice Foundation gathered at the newly renovated Lerner Theatre in downtown Elkhart in November for the inaugural Circle of Caring luncheon. Mark Murray, CEO, and Mike Wargo, COO, updated attendees about Center for Hospice Care and Hospice Foundation work and initiatives, including the new Mishawaka campus.

In thanking supporters for their generosity, Murray noted no patient is ever turned away due to the inability to pay. During 2010 alone, the value of charity care, write-offs, and other adjustments, totaled $1,149,695. Based on annualized numbers of patients served, CHC now ranks in the top 5% of all hospice programs in America and cares for more patients served, CHC now ranks in the top 5% of all hospice programs in America.

Murray also noted that CHC is the only hospice program in its eight-county service area to operate Medicare-certified Hospice Inpatient Units, comprised of two seven-bed units in South Bend and Elkhart. The South Bend Hospice House recently celebrated its 15th anniversary while the Elkhart Hospice House saw its third full year of operation in 2011. Between both facilities, over 500 patients called Hospice Inpatient Unit patients than any other hospice program in Indiana.

It’s been dubbed “The Midwest’s Premiere Cycling Event” and the 3rd Annual Bike Michiana for Hospice, held September 11, 2011 at St. Patrick’s County Park, more than lived up to its advance billing with highly rated SAG stops, post-ride party and scenic routes. A total of 866 riders participated in the event, nearly doubling the number of riders in the 2010 event.

This year’s routes were expanded to include a 200K (124 mile) ride up to Lake Michigan. Other courses included a 3.5 -11.5 family ride (for which riders could choose the length of the ride), a 25-mile route, a 40-mile route, a 100K (62 mile) route, and 100-mile route. The award-winning SAG stops included delicious choices from some of the area’s leading restaurants – Fiddler’s Hearth, Grande Mere Inn, Indulgence Pastry Shop & Cafe, LaSalle Grill and Riders enjoying one of the scenic routes at Bike Michiana for Hospice.

Event was sponsored by Cancer Care Partners; the Ruth M. Hillebrand Center for Compassionate Care in Medicine/Notre Dame Science; LaDue, Curran, Kuehn; Aldridge Insurance/Erie Insurance; Indiana Beer; Visit South Bend Mishawaka; 95.3 MNC and 95.7 WAOR.

It’s been dubbed “The Midwest’s Premiere Cycling Event” and the 3rd Annual Bike Michiana for Hospice, held September 11, 2011 at St. Patrick’s County Park, more than lived up to its advance billing with highly rated SAG stops, post-ride party and scenic routes. A total of 866 riders participated in the event, nearly doubling the number of riders in the 2010 event.

This year’s routes were expanded to include a 200K (124 mile) ride up to Lake Michigan. Other courses included a 3.5 -11.5 family ride (for which riders could choose the length of the ride), a 25-mile route, a 40-mile route, a 100K (62 mile) route, and 100-mile route. The award-winning SAG stops included delicious choices from some of the area’s leading restaurants – Fiddler’s Hearth, Grande Mere Inn, Indulgence Pastry Shop & Cafe, LaSalle Grill and Riders enjoying one of the scenic routes at Bike Michiana for Hospice.

3rd Annual Bike Michiana for Hospice
Sets New Record Attendance

Yesterday’s live bands were part of the day’s festivities as well, including a Hawaiian Luau-themed post-ride party complete with pulled pork and beer. Proceeds from registration fees benefited both Center for Hospice Care and Bike Michiana Coalition. In addition, riders raised $9,707.25 to support the work of CHC. Donations will be used to assure that no one in need of hospice care will be turned away, regardless of their ability to pay.

The event was sponsored by Cancer Care Partners; the Ruth M. Hillebrand Center for Compassionate Care in Medicine/Notre Dame Science; LaDue, Curran, Kuehn; Aldridge Insurance/Erie Insurance; Indiana Beer; Visit South Bend Mishawaka; 95.3 MNC and 95.7 WAOR.

The 4th Annual Bike Michiana for Hospice will be held September 16, 2012. Visit www.bikemichianaforhospice.org to learn more.

Introduction to Hospice and Palliative Care Class
Debuts at Notre Dame

An interdisciplinary team of physicians, social workers, nurses, and other hospice professionals recently offered the first-ever Introduction to Hospice and Palliative Care class at the University of Notre Dame. More than 80 students attended the one-credit course.

The class covered a variety of topics including understanding the hospice model of care, the roles played by physicians, nurses, social workers and volunteers in hospice and palliative care, and the grieving process.

The day-long course featured discussions, lectures and films to present the information. Dominic V. Venero, M.D., Ph.D. director, Ruth M. Hillebrand Center for Compassionate Care in Medicine; Mark Murray, CEO of Center for Hospice Care; and Mike Wargo, COO of The Hospice Foundation led the collaborative effort of organizing and presenting the first course.

In addition to Murray and Wargo, CHC staff members involved in teaching the course included: Donna Tewin, director of nursing; Danielle Tilly, hospice house coordinator; Bobbie Prew-Morrison, patient care coordinator; Dr. Greg Griffith, chief medical officer; Chuck Kriegs-Lang, social worker; Tom Poulsen, spiritual care counselor; Marcus Koelndorfer, bereavement/social work coordinator; Dave Labrum, art counselor; and Wrenn Elcks, volunteer recruitment coordinator. Dr. Dan Bruetman, medical director at Cancer Care Partners in Mishawaka, presented a session entitled “Palliative Care: My Journey as an Oncologist.”

“...we were very pleased at the level of interest from the students and the very high evaluation scores,” said Murray. “It’s particularly rewarding to know several pre-med students in attendance expressed a desire to specialize in hospice and palliative care at the course conclusion.”

In addition to Murray and Wargo, CHC staff members involved in teaching the course included: Donna Tewin, director of nursing; Danielle Tilly, hospice house coordinator; Bobbie Prew-Morrison, patient care coordinator; Dr. Greg Griffith, chief medical officer; Chuck Kriegs-Lang, social worker; Tom Poulsen, spiritual care counselor; Marcus Koelndorfer, bereavement/social work coordinator; Dave Labrum, art counselor; and Wrenn Elcks, volunteer recruitment coordinator. Dr. Dan Bruetman, medical director at Cancer Care Partners in Mishawaka, presented a session entitled “Palliative Care: My Journey as an Oncologist.”

In thanking supporters for their generosity, Murray noted no patient is ever turned away due to the inability to pay. During 2010 alone, the value of charity care, write-offs, and other adjustments, totaled $1,149,695. Based on annualized numbers of patients served, CHC now ranks in the top 5% of all hospice programs in America and cares for more patients served, CHC now ranks in the top 5% of all hospice programs in America.

In thanking supporters for their generosity, Murray noted no patient is ever turned away due to the inability to pay. During 2010 alone, the value of charity care, write-offs, and other adjustments, totaled $1,149,695. Based on annualized numbers of patients served, CHC now ranks in the top 5% of all hospice programs in America and cares for more patients served, CHC now ranks in the top 5% of all hospice programs in America.
More than 300 participants and their families took part in the 26th Annual Walk for Hospice on October 9th at Newton Park in Lakeville. Pledges and donations for the event helped raise $26,488.46 to support the work of Center for Hospice Care.

Erik Larson, meteorologist for WSBT-22, served as master of ceremonies for the event—he claims he can’t take credit for the sunny skies and warm temperatures that greeted the walkers and volunteers. The Doug Lefler Band led the main stage entertainment, while Dennis Peak of Prakala led the crowd in a series of warm up exercises before the walk began. Our thanks go to all those who volunteered their time for the event.

The motivation for participating in this annual event is as diverse as the walkers themselves. Participants come from across the United States and are all ages.

GMI Group of Plymouth was once again the Walk Presenter for the event, having been staunch supporters of the event for more than 16 years. Other long-term supporters include Greater Life Insurance Society. According to Gleaner’s member Sue Kemble, the group’s sponsorship has been relevant on many levels. She and other members of the local chapter, called an Arbor, have had family members as CHC patients and were pleased to be able to give back. And as a fraternal organization that requires community service, “supporting the walk is a way for us to get credit for service and receive funds to pay back to our community.”

Many thanks to everyone who supported this year’s event!

Momentum continues to grow for the Hospice Foundation’s documentary Okuyamba. The film has been submitted to film festivals across the country and the recognition has begun to mount.

Okuyamba was recently named an official selection of the Macon Film Festival in Macon, Georgia, the Columbia Gorge Film Festival in Vancouver, Washington, On Location: MEMPHIS International Film & Music Fest, Desert Rocks Film and Music Event, Athens International Film + Video Festival, and the River Bend Film Festival in South Bend. The film screened twice at the Macon Film Festival in mid-February and at the River Bend Film Festival, On Location: MEMPHIS International Film & Music Fest, and Athens International Film + Video Festival in mid-April. Screening schedules have not been released for the other festivals.

Okuyamba has also been named an Award of Merit winner by both the Best Shorts and Indie Fest awards competitions, which recognize the achievements of short filmmakers worldwide.

With dozens of festivals yet to announce their finalists, Okuyamba is sure to continue to garner attention from the film world.

26th Annual Walk for Hospice Sponsors
Walk Presenter
• The GMI Group
Walk Patrons
• WSBT 22
• D-squared Promotions
• Gleaner Life Insurance Society
• Dec-O-Art
• Gerig Surgical Associates
• Michiana Hematology Oncology, PC
• Newton Park
• Radiology, Inc.
• Recycled / New Pallets
• Saint Joseph Regional Medical Center
• Wal-Mart
Water/Snack Stop Sponsors
• Adams Remco
• Greater Life Insurance Society
• Laven Insurance Agency
Memory Wall Sponsor
• Lapiz Event Club
Stage Sponsor
• The Twack
Finish Line Sponsor
• Ciel Lankert and Sons
Memorial Celebration Sponsor
• Plymouth Rotary Club
Program Sponsors
• Midwest Blind and Shade Co.
• Radiology, Inc.
Route Sponsors
• Ancilla Domini Sisters
• E Industries
• Elkhart Fire Fighters Local 338
• Chris and Dan Horning
• Jones Huff & Jones
• Mishler Funeral Home
• United Management LLC
• Barb and Pat Wolf
Snack and Water Donors
• Hawkins Water Tech
• Keck’s Klean Water
• Kroger – Elkhart
• McDonald’s KADA Partnership
• The South Bend Medical Foundation
• TreeMendus Fruit Farms

Documentary Okuyamba Wins Award
In 2011, Center for Hospice Care became a We Honor Veterans partner. We Honor Veterans is a national hospice provider awareness campaign conducted by the National Hospice and Palliative Care Organization (NHPCO) in collaboration with the Department of Veterans Affairs (VA).

By becoming a We Honor Veterans Partner, Center for Hospice Care is more prepared to provide quality care for Veterans while strengthening our partnership with local VA and community Veteran organizations.

“Our goal is to increase access to hospice and palliative care for Veterans living in our eight-county service area,” explained Amy Tribbett, Director of Marketing & Access. “We are networking with other hospices across the country to learn about best practice models.”

The emotional and spiritual components of hospice care can be especially meaningful to veterans who often face issues near the end of life relating to their military experiences.

Support is even more crucial for veterans who do not have a strong support network of family and friends.

We Honor Veterans is a pioneering program focused on respectful inquiry, compassionate listening and grateful acknowledgment. By recognizing their unique needs, we accompany and guide our local Veterans and their families through their life stories toward a more peaceful ending. America’s Veterans have done everything asked of them in their mission to serve our country and we believe it is never too late to give them a hero’s welcome home.

The nation is seeing many of the Veterans who served in World War II and the Korean War pass away — and the number of deaths of Vietnam Veterans is beginning to rise. Today, one out of every four dying Americans is a Veteran.

Hospice professionals across the country focus on a single purpose: to provide comfort and support at the end of life. That’s why Center for Hospice Care is on a mission to better serve Veterans through the challenges they may be facing from illness, isolation or traumatic life experience.

To learn more about our We Honor Veterans partnership, please contact Amy Tribbett at 574 243 3711 or amy@centerforhospice.org.
ON THE HORIZON
Future Events and Hospice happenings

Mishawaka Campus Preparation Underway

Center for Hospice Care continues to experience increased need for its services. In 2011, CHC served 1,845 patients, up from 1,774 patients in 2010. Since admitting its first patient in 1980, CHC has cared for more than 22,500 patients. Half of these have been seen in the past seven years and a quarter of those in the past three years alone. By annualized number of patients served, Center for Hospice Care ranks in the top 5% of all hospice programs in the United States.

Currently, the St. Joseph County CHC and Hospice Foundation offices are housed in three separate geographically dispersed locations. Based upon rental costs and projections for future growth, the development of a new, centrally located campus offers the most effective way to serve patients and their families in the coming years.

After a thorough assessment of options available, parcels of land along the north side of the St. Joseph River in Mishawaka were selected as offering the best proximity to patients, accessibility and room for expansion. During the summer and fall of 2011, with the assistance of the City of Mishawaka and Grubb & Ellis|Cressy & Everett, properties were purchased. Site preparation is underway with construction slated to begin in mid-2012.

The campus will feature access to the River Walk as well as Central Park. Plans for improvements to streets in the area are underway. All areas of the campus will be landscaped to minimize its impact on neighboring homes.

Phase I of the campus construction will include construction of two adjacent buildings to house offices for CHC’s Life Transition Center and Administrative Offices as well as remodeling of the existing Edgewater Florist building for CHC’s palliative care center.

Future plans include the addition of a patient care staff office, Hospice House patient facility and renovation of an existing home for use by visiting patient families and other CHC guests.

Center for Hospice Care Elkhart Campus

Finishing Touches Being Put on Grounds and Garden Areas

With many thanks to a cooperative Mother Nature for a short winter, work nears completion on the grounds and garden areas at Center for Hospice Care’s Elkhart Campus. The facility opened in 2008 and has served more than 500 patients facing a progressive, life-limiting illness. Its warm, inviting indoor spaces are complemented by 11 acres of tranquil woods, meadows, gardens, a pond and water feature.

Brick walkways, an arbor, fountain, water feature and landscaping were installed last fall in the outdoor space in front of the four-season room. Walking trails in the wooded areas have been cleared and mulched this spring serving a two-fold purpose – tidying up the wooded area of fallen trees and debris while providing surface materials for the paths.

As part of the initiative to develop the outdoor areas, memorial bricks, benches and flowering trees will be added in the coming weeks in preparation for the campus’ dedication on June 7th. These memorial items will be available on an ongoing basis. Additional opportunities to memorialize a loved one are available indoors and out. For more information, visit our website at www.foundationforhospice.org or contact Cyndy Searfoss at 574.277.4203.

Center for Hospice Care Elkhart Campus Dedication

You are invited to join us at the dedication of the outdoor areas of the Elkhart Campus on Thursday, June 7th from 5 to 7 p.m. Cocktails and hors d’oeuvres will be served following brief remarks at 6 p.m. Please RSVP by June 1st to Lisa Kelly at 574.243.3119 or KellyL@centerforhospice.org.
Camp Evergreen grows to meet needs

Camp Evergreen will be bigger and better than ever in 2012. Due to the extreme growth of the weekend grief camp, it will be extended to two separate weekends this year. The youth camp will be held Saturday, June 2nd with the teen camp being held the following weekend, June 8th-10th.

Evergreen is a camp for young people who have lost a loved one. It is a fun-filled weekend that helps the youth to cope with their grief. “It is a powerful weekend for the children and volunteers. Along with opportunities for healing and sharing, everyone gets to participate in fun-filled activities including swimming, canoeing, horseback riding and camp fires,” according to Holly Farmer, Director of Camp Evergreen.

This amazing experience is only made possible by the help of dedicated volunteers who give their time to help out at the camp. In 2011, two of the youth volunteers were once campers themselves. The Center for Hospice Care bereavement team as well as other staffers also help make Camp Evergreen a success.

For more information on Camp Evergreen, contact Holly Farmer at 574-235-1064 or FarmerH@centerforhospice.org.

Hospice Foundation Calendar of Events

We look forward to your participation in and support of these important events. Please check our Web site, www.foundationforhospice.org, for more information and event dates throughout the year.

**April 2012**
- Counseling Awareness Month
- April 15-21 National Volunteer Week
- April 16 National Healthcare Decisions Day

**May 2012**
- May 2-8 Annual Helping Hands Award Dinner
- May 6-12 Nurses Week
- May 12 Bill Stankovich Memorial Bass Tournament
- Maggie’s Landing, St. Joe River, Mishawaka
- Benefitting Center for Hospice Care
- Jeff Stankovich: 574.370.0875

**June 2012**
- June 2 Camp Evergreen Youth Camp
- June 7 Elkhart Campus Dedication
- June 8-10 Camp Evergreen Teen Camp
- June 16-21 National Nursing Assistant Week

**August 2012**
- August 1-2 14th Annual Joseph E. Smith Golf Outing
- Benefiting Center for Hospice Care
- email: opemayr@aol.com

**September 2012**
- September 16 Bike Michigan for Hospice St. Pat’s County Park
- September 30 Walk for Hospice Newton Park

**October 2012**
- October 11 Obayawo Gala
- October 13 World Hospice and Palliative Care Day
- www.worldday.org
Since 1985 the Helping Hands Award has honored an individual, couple or family who demonstrates civic and charitable stewardship to improve the quality of living in the communities served by Center for Hospice Care. The award recognizes the recipients for exhibiting exceptional generosity, outstanding community achievements, direct financial support or by motivating others to give. While there is no requirement that the honoree(s) possess a close relationship – professional, voluntary or philanthropic – with the agency, there are characteristics typically common in Helping Hands Award recipients. Among them:

• Innovative approaches to meeting the community’s needs
• Effectiveness while working with non-profit staff and volunteers
• Outstanding community achievements and accomplishments
• Success in recruiting and motivating others toward leadership roles in the community
• Participation from within nonprofit organizations
• History of inspiring, encouraging and motivating others to give
• History of leadership within creative initiatives to meet needs and enhance the quality of living in our communities.

This year’s honoree, meets all those requirements and more… South Bend may be thousands of miles away from Hollywood, yet we have captivating stars whose larger-than-life presence creates a lasting impression and whose work in the community we will always admire. Such a star was Mary Osmanski Ferlic. Mary was known for her boundless enthusiasm, vibrant personality and ever-present smile. She instantly lit up every room she entered. Her passing last spring left a hole in our collective hearts, but her legacy of service to others lives on.

This year’s Helping Hands Award Dinner is a tribute to her passion, charisma and charm – a fitting remembrance of the woman who loved the glitz and glamour of Hollywood. And who focused her considerable energies on making South Bend a better place by becoming a community leader and serving on the boards of numerous organizations. Her excitement was infectious, helping her to raise money for such organizations as the Junior League, The Stanley Clark School, The Center for the Homeless and Saint Mary’s College, among others. The Hospice Foundation is especially grateful to Mary for helping bring what became Center for Hospice Care to our community, even organizing one of our most memorable and successful fundraisers, a 1985 gala “re-premiere” of the 1940 film “Knute Rockne, All-American.”

Mary was a dynamic, powerful spirit who touched all who knew her, a star whose radiant presence still helps light the way in making our community better.
Support for Center for Hospice Care comes in many forms, from many people and places – individuals, foundations and corporations all lend a hand to make sure that we are able to meet our 32-year old promise to provide compassionate care to anyone in need of hospice services regardless of their ability to pay.

That promise of compassionate care is shared by Michiana Hematology Oncology, a long-time supporter of Center for Hospice Care. “At the Advanced Centers for Cancer Care, we never stop caring for our patients no matter how far advanced their illness may become. We can always count on the Center for Hospice Care to go the extra mile in providing compassion, comfort and support to our patients and their families,” says Rafat Ansari, MD, FACP, president of Michiana Hematology Oncology’s Advanced Centers for Cancer Care.

Michiana Hematology Oncology was founded in 1968 by medical oncologist Thomas Troeger, MD, who had a dream to advance the fight against cancer in northern Indiana. Joined by Drs. Juan Garcia, Rafat Ansari and David Taber, they opened a small cancer treatment center in downtown South Bend – guided by a unique “open model principle.” With the addition of Michael Method M.D., M.P.H., F.A.C.S., F.A.C.O.G. to the team in 2000, Michiana Hematology Oncology became the first and only cancer treatment center in the region to provide gynecologic oncology services. In 2001, Dr. Michael Rodriguez joined the group as the second gynecologic oncologist in the region. Today, the Advanced Centers for Cancer Care work openly with multiple hospital systems, giving patients more choices and options in their personal fight against cancer.

Now the largest network of cancer treatment centers in northern Indiana, Michiana Hematology Oncology’s Advanced Centers for Cancer Care has provided ongoing financial support to Center for Hospice Care and the Hospice Foundation for nearly two decades. Their generous gifts range from sponsorship of numerous Helping Hands Award Dinners to support for annual giving campaigns to providing funding for significant capital projects.

Ties of service to CHC go deep as well. Dr. Troeger was a founding member of CHC and is listed in the Articles of Incorporation. Dr. David Taber served on the CHC board from 1993-1998. He was secretary in 1996 and chaired the board from 1997-1998. Dr. Robin Zon was a board member from 2005-2009. Currently Dr. Bilal Ansari is a member of the board.

Kim Woofter, COO, also noted how closely the philosophy of patient care and support matches up between the two organizations. “We tell our patients that we are with them for the duration of their illness, regardless of the outcome. Whether our patients are in palliative or hospice care, we know that the communication will be awesome, that the CHC staff respond to the patient’s needs and will partner with us on every level.”
The Hospice Foundation is grateful for the generosity of the many groups that support its mission through their independent fundraising efforts, grantmanship and donations. Although we cannot recognize every effort, we are pleased to take this opportunity to recognize the following and thank all of those in the community who support our agency.

Lakeside Campground, owned by Mr. and Mrs. Timothy Berg, held a raffle from prizes donated by campers, family and friends. Campers voted to donate the $484.00 raised to CHC.

Club 15AA recently held a golf tournament and raised $1,500.00 to benefit CHC.

The Niles Haunted House Scream Park donated a portion of its 2011 proceeds, totaling $1,100, to CHC. In three years, the park has donated a total of $1,950.

Bucky and the Liprippers donated $1,193 in proceeds from their December concert at Martha’s Midway Tavern, in Mishawaka. The donation was the first made to the Center for Hospice Care Mishawaka Campus.

Elk River Upcycle

Elk River Upcycle President Eric Zell presented a check for $69.73 to Mike Wargo, Hospice Foundation COO. The donation was part of money received from recycling materials taken from the site preparation for the new Center for Hospice Care Mishawaka Campus. In addition, Zell donated a chalkboard made from a window taken from the site. It features an Elks Lodge medallion which came from the former Lodge which was demolished to make way for the new campus.

Elk River Upcycle

The Fore Guys LLC – comprised of four guys, Rick Niedbalski, Jeff Finkler, Ryan Kakalia and Sean Urbanski – recently presented a check to Hospice Foundation COO, Mike Wargo, in the amount of $3,559.78.
To further our mission to improve the quality of life for those we serve regardless of one's ability to pay,

If you are interested in joining the Circle of Caring, please contact Mike Wargo at 574.243.2059 or wargom@centerforhospice.org.
Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of this listing. If you wish to report an error or omission, please call our Development Office at 800-413-9087. Any corrections will be in need of replacing the Crossroads information.
In Memory (continued)

In Memory of Beryl Guzowski
In Memory of Kim S. Guzowski
Donna Fonseca Roggeman
Johanna M. Guzowski
The Marilyn Stafford Family
Mary Lou Smith
In Memory of Loretta J. Gudates
In Memory of Al Grzadziela
Judy and Ray Behling
Mr. and Mrs. Dick E. Swisher
In Memory of Linda Grubbs
Billie and Robert Lemanski
Restore-Tech Construction, Inc.
AA Cabinets & Countertops Staff—Paul, Red Hat Sisters—Penny C., Pam F., Pat J., Wanda and Lynn Nemeth
Dixie and Mike Koebel
Mrs. Irene M. Hunt
Dee and Dwight Handschu
Mary Sue and Carl Weinzetl
Hannah, Bryan, Jessa
J. Bruce Wagner
Elizabeth Sosnoski
In Memory of George M. Harber
Ms. Mary Catherine Roemer
In Memory of Leonilla M. Hamilton
Mr. David L. Pederson
Regina Giczi
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Feldner
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas K. Downs
Bonnie and Roger Neal
In Memory of Janet Hales
Rhonda and Rick Hair
Eastern Pulaski Elementary School Staff,
In Memory of Richard (Red) Haywood
In Memory of Wanda R. Hagedorn
Jody Kriscunas
The Holloway Family
Greensburg Community High School
Community Church of Greenburg
Carolyn and Scott Lidgard
Carolyn and Scott Lidgard
In Memory of Richard Hart
M. Lou Lonergan and Clark Lonergan
In Memory of Betty Jean Harrell
Mr. and Mrs. Chris Bouris
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Scheibelhut
Elizabeth Keszei
American Electric Power, Human Resources
AM General
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore J. Sauerbeck
Ms. Tammy J. Halsey
Ms. Hortensia Hernandez
Charlotte and Jay Stone and Family
Mrs. Luella B. Hein
Estella Heick and Sons
Mr. William A. Geyer
Andy Usenick
In Memory of Tom Healy
Mrs. Mary F. Hazinski
Damaris Story
Fran and Jim Schuster
In Memory of Thomas (Tom) Herbon
Cathy and Stan Wruble
Dale R. Squadroni
Belva Skinner
Dr. Earl J. Savage
Mr. and Mrs. Bob K. Zeek
Joan Hooley Kleykamp
Brenneman Memorial Missionary Church
In Memory of Carl C. Honold
Florian Tyl
Donna and Bob Snyder
Julie and Phil Schreiber
Mary and Tim Ryan
Debbie and Dan Figler
Janet and Ron Buda
Ms. Deborah E. Becraft
In Memory of Lois D. Hominiuk
Jenny and Jeff Rankin
Laurie Mills
Helen and Eddie Lee
AFSCME Local 1484, Elkhart City Employees
Somers Square East Homeowners Assoc.
Senff Wood Products, Inc.
Patsy Schlemmer
Tom Graverson
Mrs. Mary F. Hazinski
In Memory of John Houk
Rae and Ron Wright
Berneita and Don Smucker
Jane and Wayne Sawyer
Lisa McDonough
In Memory of Nancy J. Huggins
Mrs. Helen J. Isban
Kim and Greg Porter
In Memory of Mollie M. Irwin
Deb and Greg Gurtner and Family
Mr. and Mrs. Greg A. Hyduk
Mr. and Mrs. James J. Swartz, Jr
In Memory of Judith Lynn Hyder
Mr. Thomas J. Velleman
Mr. and Mrs. Fredric N. Rodefer
Pierina Ravotto
Thomas Hurley
Mrs. Sharon Hurley
Joyce and Chuck Doty
Dotty and Ren Derck
Berkley Square Association, Inc.
Mr. Larry Huneryager
Mary Waterson
Sharon and Carl Katona
John Hums
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Fransted
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Mr. and Mrs. Donald J. Maroney
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Lewis and Brian Smith
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In Memory of Mollie M. Irwin
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In Memory of Richard (Dick) Delos Nelson
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In Memory of Angela J. Murt
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Mr. and Mrs. James Goldfarb
Joseph Mathews Sayers
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In Memory (continued)

In Memory of R. Wayne Barr

In Memory of Robert images...
In Memory of Mary D. Scholler
Alvin G. Scholler

In Memory of Marvella L. Scholl
Samuel C. Scholl

In Memory of Margaret M. Scholl
John M. Scholl

In Memory of Harry Scholl
Susan A. Shaefer

In Memory of Rodney R. Shaffer
Dorothy J. Shaffer

In Memory of Mrs. Emma S. Shaffner
Walter T. Shaffer

In Memory of Mrs. Elva Shaffer
Fred T. Shaffer

In Memory of Alex J. Shaffer
Darlene N. Shaffer

In Memory of Richard Shaffer
Rita C. Shaffer

In Memory of Carl Shaffer
Michael A. Shaffer

In Memory of Robert M. Shaffer
Lindsey C. Shaffer

In Memory of Robert J. Shaffer
John C. Shaffer

In Memory of Robert A. Shaffer
Sandra L. Shaffer

In Memory of Jeannie A. Shaffer
Leoma J. Shaffer

In Memory of Willard W. Shaffer
Phyllis M. Shaffer

In Memory of John P. Shaffer
Leona M. Shaffer

In Memory of心境 Shaffer
Kurt T. Shaffer

In Memory of Earl Shaffer
Sharon C. Shaffer

In Memory of Alice B. Shaffer
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In Memory of Robert W. Shaffer
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In Memory of Mary Lou Shaffer
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In Memory of Mary E. Shaffer
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In Memory of Kingsley Shaffer
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In Memory of Neil Shaffer
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In Memory of Robert W. Shaffer
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In Memory of Mary Lou Shaffer
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28th annual Helping Hands award dinner
Honoring Mary Osmanski Ferlic
February 3, 1948 - May 7, 2011
May 2nd, 2012  6 p.m.  Hilton Garden Inn